
A PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY OF BALANCE

I have a philosophy on balance. when my own well-being and personal relationships suffered from overstretching myself
many years ago.

June Learn how and when to remove this template message In the metaphysical or conceptual sense, balance
is used to mean a point between two opposite forces that is desirable over purely one state or the other, such as
a balance between the metaphysical Law and Chaos â€” law by itself being overly controlling, chaos being
overly unmanageable, balance being the point that minimizes the negatives of both. Students have been so
insightful, providing useful information for me on what is working in class, and what I can improve upon.
What principles are demonstrated by your work? Your philosophy impacts your thoughts, tendencies and
behaviors and plays an active role in your daily life. No two teaching philosophy statements will be or should
be alike. We have provided guidance with suggestions such as writing in the first person, including metaphors,
and reflecting on personally meaningful stories. Also avoid generic and self-evident statements, like
"everybody deserves a chance to learn. The Health Educator, 44 1 , 37â€” Throughout this paper I will discuss
what I believe nursing is and my philosophy of providing care. Our lives are out of balance not through our
own fault but because of something someone elseâ€”a preoccupied spouse, nasty boss, or needy kidâ€”is
doing, or not doing. Development of a valid and reliable instrument for adult educators to identify a personal
philosophy of adult education. Most teachers are drawn to more than just one philosophical perspective. No
can give you the answers in life, but you can cultivate them from within. Possible Follow-Up Questions Why
did you decide to become a teacher? Once you have filled a piece of paper with these answers, start circling of
the words that really stand out to you. Some teachers may include brief mention of teaching materials they
have created or revised. Did the results help you determine which philosophy or philosophies seem a good fit
for you? What makes our lives satisfying? What do you believe or value about teaching and student learning?
Defining my personal philosophy begins with incorporating my professional philosophy. Ask a respected
colleague or mentor to look at your statement and offer feedback. In the modern world, philosophy â€” the
pursuit of wisdom or the study of knowledge â€” can seem antiquated or even academic. Review your profile
in relation to the instructions on the Reflecting on Results tab. Writing a statement of teaching philosophy for
the academic job search. Such use is therefore improper. Article Table of Contents Skip to section Expand.
Nevertheless, when I think about myself as a student over the years, this picture is not always painted
perfectly. If you do not understand where your foundation of leadership came from, you will have problems
acting in a leadership capacity. Whether it is good or bad, teachers should be prepared of how to handle it.
Trump to use her music. Everyone, in some manner, has the opportunity to lead and make an impact whether
at home or at work, low on the rank structure or at the top of the proverbial food chain. Comment on the kind
of educator you hope to be in five or ten years.


